
Shadow 861 

Chapter 861: Subtle change 

While Pandemonium heroes and heroines is rushing to the sky toward the battle area, the Demon King 

and Azief is locked in an intense battle. 

Azief fist clashed with the Demon King as they both blocked each other. 

The pressure that both of them are emanating could destroy a planet with one punch. 

But right now both of them did not care about the damage surrounding them as they only focused at 

each other. 

Each of their attack look simple but hidden in each of the attack is hidden force and the manipulation of 

Laws. 

It has been a long time since Azief had found an enemy that he could not kill with one punch. The 

Demon King smirks and said 

‘You would not be able to kill me’ 

‘We’ll see’ 

The Demon King laughed and said 

‘This is going to be fun’ Azief smiles and simply said 

‘Winning always is’ It is clear that Azief is confident that he would be the final victor. 

This is something all powerful people had in common. They are confident that they could win. Without 

confidence that they could win, they could not do something great 

The Wheel rotates again and Azief felt another surge of energy surging through him as his eyes golden 

hues grows brighter 

He also felt a bit of pressure pressing down in him but this pressure is almost negligible. 

He takes a step, the space spirals out of control, as his fist clench and bolts of lightning exploded from 

him and dark fires cover up the surface of his fist. All of this happen in less than a millisecond. 

He then punches toward the Demon King. The Demon King eyes narrowed as he could see the attack 

clearly 

He lifted his hand and the Demon King deflected it using his hand. The bolts of lightning exploded and 

the fires tries to burn Balfor skin. 

the moment that fist clash with Balfor palm, Balfor winced in pain. The exploding lightning cut the skin 

on his cheek, the fire on the fist, burns his side of the arm. 

But as fast as that wound was created, it regenerated almost in an instant 

‘Shit. His life force is too strong’ Azief thought to himself this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 

reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 
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Azief had been using the force that is given to him by the Wheel and this fist of his containing a powerful 

heaven sundering power. 

Azief smiles a bit. 

This time he imbued the Heaven Sundering Finger ability into his strike. Right now, each of his attack 

could be imbued with the Six Path Palm abilities. 

Azief decided to ramp up his power as he once again raise his fist. 

Sssss! The sound of the wind being serrated by some force of energy fills the area between heaven and 

Earth. 

BOOOM! 

A heaven sundering aura exploded that causes the colors of the Heavens to change erupted from Azief 

fist and created a cracking sound of space that travels the world 

He punched toward Balfor once again. 

The moves are connected with each other. 

Balfor deflect Azief fist, Azief put his punching fist down and then punches with a cross strike with his 

other fist. 

All of this happens in the span of one second. 

This is how fast that these two are fighting with each other that anyone below Divine Comprehension 

would be hard pressed to see the battle clearly 

That golden eyes are fierce looking at Balfor like it is about to burn him with holy righteousness and the 

fist that possess a heaven sundering might is fast approaching, breaking all the invisible protection layer 

around Balfor. 

Balfor after that first fist strike had raised up his defense. But like a paper meet scissors, it was cut apart 

by that cross strike fist and the fist connected 

Azief smiles 

BOOM! 

A powerful explosion erupted around him and Balfor because of the force of that power 

The demonic aura around Balfor was cut and dissipated reducing the powerful aura coming out from 

him. 

‘This is not enough’ Azief thought to himself 

The intangible concepts that Balfor had control were all cut apart, the energy around him to be in chaos. 

But Azief knows this is nothing and not some life threatening attack for Balfor. 

Balfor was forced a few feet backwards in the air and there is a large wound but it heals again in an 

instant. 



Azief smile faltered as he thought to himself 

‘Need to be faster’ Azief take another step and punch again, once gain bringing that might down toward 

Balfor. 

But Balfor once again deflected it. This time Azief connected his attack even faster. 

Azief moves this time with a lightning speed reaction after his attack was deflected. 

He is now using a backhand attack as he spins his waist and had his other hand to attack Balfor head. 

Both of them move in a speed that is hard to see just by using the eye. 

The speed around them appears to be normal but to those who were looking at them, they could see 

only blurs as both of their titanic figures moves across tens of thousands of kilometers in each move, 

causing untold damage and destruction 

They also tear apart space and move around this space tunnel, fighting in one part of the world in one 

second and appearing on another part of the world in the other second. 

This is why the four corners of the world right now is full of calamity and disaster. 

At the same time that Azief and the Demon King is fighting, Jean did not fight with the demon king 

Instead he trails behind them, minimizing the damage that they had done and saving as much life he 

could possibly can. 

He also tries a couple of time to restrain the demon king but it would only delay him for just a 

millisecond. 

But as the rhythm of battle between Azief and the Demon King become faster even Jean could not 

divide his attention. 

He either could minimize the damage to the world or delaying the Demon King 

And following Azief advice, Jean is minimizing the damage of the world. One place in particular that 

Azief had told him to protect is a place where he saw the Oracle 

The Oracle was in the United Kingdom. 

But after the expansion of the world, that piece of land of England had now changed into a 

supercontinent, stretching out vastly surpassing its size in the past. 

Jean saw that the Oracle who had been missing for the past couple of year is calmly waiting under a tree 

and Jean did not have to think for a long time to guess who the Oracle is waiting for. 

It is clear that Azief decision to travel to the future had something to do with the Oracle. 

Jean left a time avatar around that new continent and is now all over the world, defusing earthquakes, 

repairing the torn sky and many others as Azief and the Demon King seems to match intensity with each 

other, inflicting more damage and increasing the effect of their powers. 



As they fought each other and raise their power, imbuing laws in their attack, the way the people saw 

them become even more weird. 

Some saw them only as colors as Azief was represented by golden colors and the Demon King is 

represented by the red colors. 

This is because some people who are low in their levels could not see the true face of Azief and the 

Demon King because of the Laws and concepts that shrouded them both 

The simple explanation was that these people did not yet understand the Laws of the world, so when a 

being that has understood the Laws of the Universe shrouded themselves with the Laws of the world, 

those who could not understand the Laws would substitute the image of that being with something they 

could understand. 

And that is the reason why they saw colors. Some who had exposure to the energy of the world could 

see the figure but it appeared blurry in their eyes. 

If they use their Divine Sense or their detection ability to see the faces of Azief and Balfor, they would be 

attacked by a backlash. 

All the while, Azief and Balfor is trading blows and kicks. 

In the beginning they were testing each other but when they had clash a few times, they both had a 

grasp on each other strength and now both of them are both serious and the moment they become 

serious the damage that they created multiplied by tenfold. 

It almost felt like even though the world had expanded to such a level, it still could not escape the effect 

of the battle from reaching everywhere in the world 

If they were Disk Formation leveler, with the current size of the world, their battle would not affect 

much. 

It might not get noticed considering how big the world had become and how many unpopulated regions 

and continent there is in the world right now 

But Azief was a Divine Comprehension leveler at the perfection level. His attack is imbued with the Laws 

of the world, the Universal Laws and even a trace of Omniversal Laws 

Each of his moves affects the elements of the world, the unknown and myriad energies of the Universe 

and the dimension and reality breaking power of the Omniversal energies. 

As for the Demon King Balfor, he is at Essence Creation level or what is equivalent to that level in the 

Seresian world. 

While his ability manifested differently because of the different method of cultivating energies in the 

Seresian world, it is undeniable that his prowess is akin of an Essence Creation leveler. 

If not for the All Source suppressing him with the power of the world, how could Azief be trading blows 

with him in an equal manner. 



Unless Azief himself took that one step forward into the Essence Creation level and abandoned the 

Perfection Path, then there is no hope for Azief to defeat or even trade blows with Balfor. 

But because of all the factors that is present, even though Azief is in Divine Comprehension leveler he 

could still trade blows and hence this is why even though the world is vast and bigger than before their 

attack reaches all over the world 

BOOM! 

Another sound of explosion shattered the surrounding skyscape and the surrounding landscape of their 

battle 

Each time they punch each other, contained in each of their attack is all kinds of Laws that distort the 

make-up of reality. 

But because they are nearly equal in power with Balfor who is actually a tier higher than Azief, both of 

their powers cancel each other out. 

Balfor did not yet bring out all of his trump card. 

But Azief had brought out the Wheel. He is also bringing out the Will of the World. It is almost all of his 

trump card 

There is still of course the Rings but he would not bring it out unless he truly had no choice. 

The energy around them is in chaos and there is an imbalance of destruction energy hovering across 

heaven and Earth 

Balfor is no longer smiling. And he is not as relaxed as he is before. 

He could sense as he is trading blows with Azief, there is a change around him. The change at first was 

not obvious. It was subtle and hard detect. 

As they trade more blows, Balfor felt that subtle change. And as they traded even more blows, he began 

pinpointing the change. 

The energy around him was cut and divided and absorbed by that……Wheel. And in turn it strengthening 

Azief. 

At the same time, there is a powerful aura that is enveloping the world. 

Chapter 862: The response of heaven 

Thunder roars in the sky, splitting the sky apart. 

Lightning flashes by in the thousands, splitting the dark sky with golden light, the roars of thunders echo 

and resound and causes the entire sky to shake, the space up there were all distorted. 

The lightning split open mountain, cut apart lakes and rivers, burning large forest. The wind form storms 

of lightning that bring destruction and devastation 

The golden sky seems to be angry as it turns dark golden. 
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The Will of the World is getting stronger and when the Will of the World is getting stronger, it means 

Azief is getting stronger. 

The Wheel rotates a few inches again to fill its revolution and another surge of energy fills Azief body. 

The pressure is building up inside Azief bodies but Azief smiles all the same 

Balfor frowns as he notices something weird is happening around Azief. 

‘That Wheel’ he muttered to himself as he deflects Azief punch to his left and strike a jab toward Azief 

face. 

Azief dodge to the other side. 

The force of that punch split apart the space area behind him and blow up a small mountain into debris 

of dust 

Azief took the opportunity to strike both of his palm toward Balfor body as Balfor was pushed ten 

thousand kilometers away, dragging a few island around his feet 

Each of the island that was dragged by his feet turns into dust, or split apart and sink down to the ocean 

below 

Azief winced a bit, feeling the pain travelling all over his body. 

Even though he was the one that attacked, he was the one that got hurt. The Demon king was sly in that 

he coated himself with corrosive aura. 

Azief hand is bleeding but then almost as instantly his wound that is just opening up, it regenerated back 

in the blink of an eye. 

They both take a moment to take a breath. With that palm attack, Azief had created distance between 

him and Balfor. 

The distance between them now is around ten thousand kilometers away from each other but to them, 

this is almost like a distance of one meter from each other. 

But Balfor did not move as he finally notice something is very wrong. He looks at Azief and then look at 

the Wheel and he understood. 

‘I should destroy that Wheel first or force it to go away’ That is the thought that came to his mind. 

At that same moment, the pressure of the Wheel is reverberating inside Azief body. A bout of vibration 

reverberates inside his body in the form of energy disruption. 

Azief at that moment knew he had misunderstood something. 

He thought that now he is a Divine Comprehension leveler, he no longer has to suffer like when he was 

at the Disk Formation level. 

He was wrong in that thought. 

The Wheel adjust its destructive power according to the level of its owner. 



Then it makes sense that even though Azief grew stronger, it did not mean that the pressure of the 

Wheel would lighten on him. 

If anything, only the pressure in summoning it is lightened. But the pressure of using the Wheel is still 

present 

But this time it did not give pressure to his bones or his body. Instead it is giving pressure to the Laws 

that he had controlled 

It felt like his Law is being compressed to its ultimate limit. And he felt that it would explode inside his 

body 

His entire body seems to be enduring a powerful pressure coming from the Wheel 

His energy is drained even more. And the change in him echoes towards the change in the Heavens 

The sky changed colors six times. The golden skies reflected the change of the colors of the Heavens. 

Different aura, energies and Laws comes out from the sky affecting all living beings in the world. 

The site where Azief and the Demon King is fighting appears like the epicenter of apocalyptic event 

spreading out. 

The space tear is only one of the effect of their battle. 

It is the change that they induced in the fabric of reality that is more worrying. The barriers between 

world is very fragile right now and some even burst opens. 

But unlike before where people comes out from these portals, there is only death and destruction that 

awaited anyone that tried to use these portals 

The seven oceans of the world are in chaotic madness, waves roses up to a terrifying level around Azief 

gigantic figures and rushing off away from Azief golden figure. 

Azief and Balfor are staring at each other, Azief eyes is shining holy golden light as the demon king eyes 

is shining bright red full of killing intent that could send someone into madness 

Both of them are just looking at each other but they are already engaged in a mind battle. 

The moment they locked their eyes with each other, they were already engaged in a battle. 

If one really pays attention, one could see that Azief sometimes moves slightly either to the left or the 

right. And the same could be said for Balfor. 

It is not like the swaying of their body had something to do with the swaying waves of the ocean. 

Instead they look at each other and made a simulation of how the battle would go. 

Even though they did not appear to be fighting, they are actually intensely fighting in their mind. 

Their eyes locked with each other 

When both of them is confident that they could inflict a fatal blow to the other, only then they would 

move. 



Azief then take a deep breath and his breath creates a gust of storms that dissipated the waves that was 

about to rush up and destroy a new continent. 

He frowned a bit. 

Even though Azief is focused with his fight against the Demon King and did not notice the damage that 

he had inflicted, now that they stopped for a while, he had noted the destruction wrought upon the 

world. 

Wherever they had passes, there is a great calamity. 

There are all kinds of disaster from earthquakes that shakes all over the world, creating instability in the 

plate tectonic of the world. 

On other parts there is tsunamis and increased volcanic activity. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 

you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update 
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There are floods rising up in some places near the shore of the sea and all along the trails of the river 

that is closest to the sea. 

He also saw something else in a different direction. 

When they fought each other and attacked each other, they move in light speed and as such when they 

punch each other and if that punch is powerful enough, they would find themselves unconsciously 

ripping apart the space behind them and appeared at some other point of space on Earth 

In the fight before, that happened and they appeared at a mountain and they fought only for one 

moment there before disappearing on other places on Earth 

But the blast of their strikes and effect of their battle had created a large avalanche that buried a large 

forest 

Azief also notices that there is a lot of super continent popping up. 

There is cyclones and storms all around them both him and the Demon King when they fought each 

other before. 

Each of their fist generated enough heat to melt down mountain and create a powerful wind storms 

There is also the fact that Balfor killing aura is creating an aura of death that affects the animals and 

plants 

Above Azief head the Wheel is still moving and as it moves, it began grinding up the Laws and purify it to 

primordial energy among the many others energy as it flows toward Azief body and strengthened his 

physical body. 

BOOM! 

A Heaven shaking pressure erupted out from Azief body and Balfor knew he had to make the first move. 

The battle in their mind ended. 



They both avert their gaze from each other as both of them take a step forward at the same time, 

tearing apart the space around them and created cyclones of winds behind them. 

The distance of ten thousand kilometers is abridged in less than a second 

OMM! 

OMM! 

The sound of the Wheel grows louder and it seems to drown all the sounds in the world. 

It was like a hymn sounded, or a Gospel a melody of holiness and happiness coming from the sound of 

that Wheel moving. 

Probably because Azief had once moved the Wheel before there is no longer the sound of creaking but 

instead it is a sound of a Wheel moving cleanly. 

The Wheel stops at the Blissful State trials and golden lights suppressed the demonic aura and the killing 

aura of Balfor. 

This state was once revealed to the world when Azief fought against Sithulran. However, at that time, 

Azief wanted to seal Sithulran 

So, the effect this time would surely be different than the last time. 

Even Balfor who was in hyper mode rushing forward in breakneck light speed toward Azief, in that 

particular moment that is less than a second, felt his power was decreased somehow and he began 

frowning even deeper in that state of speed flux. 

Everything around him seems to slow down because Balfor is moving in light speed. 

But that mystical ability of the Wheel seems to disregard and could seem to intercept someone that is 

traveling even in such speed. 

At the same time, the Wheel covered the dark red clouds with golden light the Heavens also responded. 

Chapter 863: Stop! 

Thunder and lightning still accompanied the golden light only this time, there is some of the golden 

thunder that is hovering across the clouds turning dark and red 

A scene appeared in the sky before it envelops the whole world. 

Whoever had his eyes opened, his heart open, whoever had found his path and whoever is lost in their 

path could see the scene 

this scene is spread out so that the whole world could see it. From north to south, from west to the east, 

golden light and scenes of bliss and happiness encompass it. 

There are more than three thousand realms in the blissful realm. Each one is full of happiness and 

pleasure, a heavenly realms of paradises 

There is something tempting about it. 
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‘Attachment’ The Demon king thought the moment he saw the scene as he felt his Killing Heart 

wavered. 

This all happened and noticed by the Demon King even as the Demon King hand is poised in an attacking 

position toward Azief in the distance. 

The step that he takes is not yet completed. 

But in that split second, where his surrounding warped because of the speed that he was travelling at, 

he could still see the scene which only highlight the ability of the wheel to roll out its effect 

instantaneously. 

For a moment, Balfor saw himself killing the mortal, taking back the ten Eternal Rings, taking over the All 

Source and returning home and revitalize the Seresian world. 

he saw himself as the Emperor of the Seresian world, uniting the many demonic tribes all over the vast 

Seresian world and then cutting off the restriction and once again go into the main universe and take 

revenge to the Seven Intergalactic Power of the Omniverse 

This fulfilling life is reflected into his mind and he nearly was consumed by it but then he heard the roar 

again, and just in time he manages to break out from that trial and then he notices that he had lost a bit 

for his concentration. 

Azief on the other hand had been prepared to accept the attack by the Demon King. 

Azief from the very beginning had split his consciousness into two. 

One for them was used to engage in the mind battle where the other consciousness was used to survey 

the world condition. 

But the moment he takes that one step forward to meet Balfor attack head on, Azief had retracted all of 

his other consciousness and focus only one thing and that is the death of the Demon King. 

And when the Blissful State trials affected the Demon King, Azief knew that there is a chance for him to 

come on top 

The pleasure realms will create a world where it knows what your heart truly desires. And that desire 

made Balfor lose his focus for a moment 

But Azief only needed a moment to tilt the advantage to his favor. The pressure of the Wheel is now 

flows through his body and concentrated itself onto his fist 

And then his fist connected with Balfor. 

Even though Balfor was consumed by the Blissful state trials, he had managed to break out just a few 

milliseconds before Azief punch is about to hit him and as such he changes the direction of his punch 

and their fist clash with each other. 

Thunder exploded in the sky and lightning dragons appears roaring, expressing their displeasure toward 

all creation 



There are thousands of lightning dragons, their body is crackling with the sound of searing heat of 

lightning. 

When they roar, thunder echoes with them like they were answering its call. And leading these horde of 

thunder dragons is a fierce dark red dragon 

Around this red dragon, there is crackling red lightning swirling around its body 

This red dragon is the personification of the red thunderbolt, the thunderbolt of the heavens used for 

extermination. 

Azief is not only using the power of the Wheel, he is also using the power of the Heaven to strengthen 

himself. 

The red dragon leading a pack of golden dragons is a sight that those who were looking at the sky that 

day would never forget. 

It was like the forces of Heaven is about to punish those who disregards it. 

On the other side of the world, the combined forces of Pandemonium riding the clouds and flying 

through the sky appearing like celestial soldiers. 

On the other sides, there is thunder dragons. 

Those people who came from the Otherworlds and saw this all thought that the Heavens is angry and 

the Heaven is about to smite those who offends it. 

The entire three heavens were covered up by a higher heaven. And this Heaven is dark and it is angry 

BOOOM! 

The dark heaven had a trace of lines of red and there is an army of dragons coming out from nothing 

and each of the dragons possess low realm Divine Comprehension leveler power. 

They joined the other dragons, striding across the clouds. 

The Will of the World which could also be think of as the Will of the Heaven had always been controlled 

by two entities. 

One for them is Death Monarch who surpassed the Heaven and usurp its authority. The other is the 

sentient Will of the World. 

Today, Azief felt the support of the Heavens. usually they would be fighting each other for the complete 

control of the Heavenly Will. 

But today, the Will of Heaven and the Will of Death Monarch aligned with each other. 

And the Heavens answer the summon of Death Monarch 

With the expansion of the world, the Heaven power rises exponentially and it created this army of 

dragons to come down from the Heavens to eradicate the threat to its existence. 



There are thousands upon thousands of dragons with low realm Divine Comprehension leveler and this 

drains a lot of the new energy that the Earth Prime had just got from the effect of the Multiversal 

Convergence event 

The area around the battlefield was sealed by the pressure of the Wheel and the Heavens. 

At the same time, Azief and Balfor fist clashed and a primordial power exploded around their fist 

creating a powerful shockwave that shatter the sky above and break the earth below. 

A powerful explosion occurs around the area where there are fighting. The sound of something breaking 

echoes all over the world. 

Both Azief and Balfor had their arms broken the moment they clash with each other fists. this content of 
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Azief hand exploded into golden motes of light that dissipated almost instantly. 

As for Balfor, his fist is bleeding and the droplet of blood that fall from his fingers and cracked nails, 

dissipated the sea water below. 

The effect of the explosions is like a sun rising into the sky! 

As soon as the violent energy surged up into the Heavens, it tore the dark sky into layers of wrinkles and 

the whole was trembling. 

Some continent was split into pieces and floating all over the oceans. A turbulence energy storms 

erupted all over them, ravaging everything. 

Everything around a thousand feet near them was disintegrated into atomic particles that was then 

destroyed completely like they had never existed. 

Azief coughed up golden blood and energies leaked from his wound, distorting the surrounding. 

Balfor was roaring silently as the force of that destruction fills his body. He wanted to roar but the pain 

prevented him from even opening his mouth as his entire body was full of wound 

BOOOM! 

Thunder cracked in the sky and lightning bolts splits into ten thousand fragments. 

It was at this moment, the Heavens reacted. Azief felt the anger of the world and he smiles. 

‘I have been waiting for this’ 

Azief eyes turns cold as he pointed his finger toward the Demon King. 

‘Attack!’ Heaven heard Azief orders and the hordes of thunder dragons travel in breakneck speed, as 

they appeared almost suddenly around the battle area 

They break space and traverse through time, bending the space between the two points to arrive almost 

instantly to the area. 



And the moment they appeared these hordes of thunder dragon rushed toward Balfor without 

hesitation, their roars shakes the heavenly skies and the waves of the seas. 

Balfor notice the force of this heavenly will personification and he knows that this is not some simple 

attack that he could just simply take head on. 

Not when he is being suppressed by this much 

‘HARGH!’ He roars toward the dragons. The roar rolled up the clouds and disintegrate any objects that 

were affected by the soundwave of that roar. 

Around one third of the thunder dragons was dissipated into particles of light and disappeared because 

of that one roar. 

But there is still many of them and Balfor is still trying to endure the pain he had just experienced so that 

roar is not his full power. 

The ones that remains is still fast approaching 

All of this happened in a span of time that is less than a second. 

Azief observe all of this and the moment that the hordes of dragon is about to collide with Balfor, Azief 

already knew what he should do so he would not get affected by this 

Azief took a step backward as the space behind him cracks and Azief body pass through that crack like a 

black hole tunnel that opens up as Azief travels fifty thousand kilometers away from that area. 

His eyes did not go away from Balfor situation. Balfor knew he could not take the attack of these horde 

of thunder dragon head on. 

He cursed in his mind and he was about to escape when suddenly the space a few hundred kilometers 

away from his districted into segments and opens up a portal. 

Coming out of that portal is a man clad in purple and green auras swirling around him. 

The eye of that person seems to have pointers. 

And that pointer is moving slowly. There is also a certain coldness in that person eyes as he views Balfor. 

Time flows around the area suddenly went into chaos. Some went into overdrive, and some parts of the 

area experience reversal of time 

Time seems to follow the mood of this person. The Demon King scowled 

It is Jean. His eyes look toward the Demon King and his face is solemn. 

‘Not so fast’ he said and then he shouted in an ancient word that affects the Laws of the World 

‘STOP!’ The pointer in his eyes stopped moving and the area around him instantly stop. Azief smiles in 

the distance as he prepares his next move. 

Chapter 864: The tribulation of heaven 

Time had stopped the moment Jean ordered time to stop 
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The movement of the wind, the moving clouds, the flowing water, all of it stopped the moment he said 

that word 

Jean stopped Time again. Vines of time energies bind Balfor hands, feet, head and waist. And more and 

more vines appear. 

This vine could not be seen by other people. 

Only those who had reached high understanding of the Laws of Time could see these vines. 

Of course, each person would see it differently based on their own understanding of Time and Space. 

It was like he was being chained. Balfor instantly felt like his entire being slowed down. Even his 

regeneration factor is slowing down. 

‘You!’ Balfor moves and it only takes one second for that vines of time to be broken by the corrosive 

killing intent that is around Balfor body. 

But that one second is the only delay that they need. The horde of dragons all rushed toward him at that 

time slam itself, toward Balfor 

A thunderous cracks sound travels the world four times. A powerful shockwave disintegrated all 

seawater around Balfor area 

‘ARGHH!’ Balfor shouted as his shout echoes through the world. Balfor entire body was engulfed by 

golden lightning and a large explosion erupted on him 

The dragons collided with him and self-destructed themselves, trying to take down Balfor with them 

Balfor chest is torn to pieces by the powerful self-destruction of so many Divine Comprehension leveler 
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A storm of energy swirls around this ocean, killing any creatures at the bottom of the sea and ravaging 

the life that exist in the sea 

The Heaven takes and the Heaven gives. This is the way. 

Azief thought to himself as he saw the eruption of Balfor chest before the explosion ballooned up and 

he could hardly see anything amidst the turbulent energy storms 

The Heavens takes the power of the world to create all of those dragons. It drained almost half of the 

world energy 

And now by self-destructing it, it once again returns back that power to the world. 

On that ocean, a huge beam of powerful destructive light soared into the sky, pierced it and travel 

outside of Earth 

The light beam split into thousands of light beam that illuminated the whole world and the light turned 

in into an incomparably huge ball of light, illuminating the darkness 

A great explosion occurs and the ripples of the shockwaves is now sweeping all across the world. 



Jean had retreated the moment that he used Time Stop. 

he only uses one spell from his understanding of Time but that alone had drained almost half of his 

power. 

It is not easy to contain someone who is one level higher than himself. There is also the fact that time is 

not so easily controlled or ordered around. 

He was at the other side of the world when a Divine Sense message rush him to appear and help him 

delay the enemy 

That is Azief. 

When Azief had split his consciousness before, he had been prepared to attack. 

When he saw the Heavens helping him, he had an idea. 

He summons Jean and when Jean arrived, even without Azief telling him anything he knows what he 

should do. 

He binds Balfor with Time and delay him for a second so that the attack from the Will of Heaven could 

crash onto him. 

But Jean himself did not expect that the effect of that attack would be this……big. 

He had to create all kinds of Time Barrier around him to accelerate time by thousands of years to make 

the splash of the energy force to dissipate the moment it arrives near him 

he looked at the scene and the corner of his mouth twitched as he was speechless. 

The effect of the explosion lasted for a few minutes. 

All the energy surged out in the shortest time possible but even that, takes a few minutes, which speaks 

volume of how powerful that explosion really is 

Jean could not estimate how many continents and how many islands had been engulfed in that 

explosion. 

The entire world was affected by the surge of that energy. 

The energy within a radius of tens of thousands of kilometers was in chaos and the Laws inside that 

radius was distorted, creating all sorts of mystical phenomenon and space tearing that leads to pocket 

dimensions. 

The gust of wind that was produce by the explosion blew up the seawater within ten thousand 

kilometers, exposing the bottom of the deep sea and killing millions of sea creatures below. 

Continent full of vegetation and forest were turned into ashes 

On some parts of the area where it did not bear the brunt of the attack, that violent force that sweep 

the world still have some effect. 



On a lush continent full of tall trees and thriving flora and fauna, it now turned into a desert after a 

splash of the violent energy storms swept across it 

There were deep pits on the bottom of the exposed seabed, reaching to incalculable deepness. 

There are also many other landmasses that was unfortunate enough to get the splash of the energy 

storms and turned into a deep pit that was one hundred kilometers in diameter. 

With the ground as the center, rifts extended thousands of kilometers across the ground. The earth 

trembled continuously like it is about to split apart and crumble. 

The damages toward the world is increasing by the minutes and Jean disappeared from the area. 

Azief saw it and he did not stop Jean. Jean could not help much in the real battle because he is still in the 

low real of Divine Comprehension leveler 

But his ability of Time really could help in the most critical moment when Azief need to delay. It is biter 

for Jean to minimize the damage that he had done to the world. 

Azief is also thinking about Hikigaya. When would he appear? Is he intending to hide until the end? Did 

he miscalculate Hikigaya intention? 

No, he thought to himself. Hikigaya would enter the battle. This is not based on some positive 

impression he had on the Illusion Archmage. It is because Hikigaya owed him. 

And he owed him big. Azief did not think much of that matters anymore as he looks toward the distance 

looking at the area of the explosion 

As this disaster is about to affect many more area, a wave of powerful force of the world descended 

toward these areas 

The tsunamis that was about to be launched in the four corners of the world halted in the air. 

The fire that is about to ravage a large forest also halted, its flame seems to be encased in time 

Jean titanic figure was stretching his hand forward. 

And immediately there is an aura that is coming out from his fingers 

Those who do not yet understood the Laws only see aurora colors but to those who had able to use 

Laws of the world could see that there is a thread binding each particles of water, each particle of fire, 

every particle of the things that had been stopped were all bind by this force 

Time. One of the most powerful force in the world since its conception during the era of the Etherna 

Jean then closed his hand and the seawater quickly flowed back into the sea calm and without any 

ripples to it. 

This is more than just reversing time. 

This is reversing and affecting it at the same time. 



It is clear that Jean had understood more about the Laws of Time now that he had even be able to affect 

the changes of Time. 

The seawater that had flowed back save and reduce the number of casualties in the sea. As for the fire, 

the forest will stay. 

Of course, like before, Jean had once again separated himself into many parts most of which is his Time 

Avatar. 

Jean was all over the world putting out fires, calming down the seas and making sure that Earth is not 

ravaged by the destructive power of Azief and Balfor. 

As for Azief he is looking toward that direction where the explosion had occurred and as the dust settles 

and the crackling of electricity that slithers all over the seabed that is now dry, Azief frowned. 

‘Shit’ he cursed. He looks at that silhouette and he knows that this fight is far from over 

Chapter 865: An ally from space 

At the same time this was happening inside Earth, outside Earth, in the space above the sky, the space 

around the stratosphere of Earth suddenly distorted 

BOOM! 

A shockwave ripples across the space over Earth and then suddenly a fleet of spaceship appeared in 

what used to be dark empty space. 

A flash of light appears for a moment before the space time stabilizes 

It is Sith’venar and his Orvanians fleet. They appear using the FTL technology which makes it easier to 

use in galaxy like this. 

The moment they arrived, thousands of ships that seems to have other function then a fighter spaceship 

surrounded the space all over the Earth, creating like a circle link all over the space over Earth 

Sith’venar look at the situational report and nodded to himself as he had his planned formed in his 

mind. 

‘The human has done well. We need to aid them now when the Type Nine being is being suppressed. If 

we delay that type Nine being would slowly accustomed itself to the Laws of Earth prime and at that 

time even the Heavens could not oppress him anymore. This is the difficulties of dealing with powerful 

creature that passed the Type Eight lifeforms 

There is something else he did not say which is that the suppression power of Earth Prime is not only 

longer it is also more powerful 

That is because Earth Prime possess the All Source. 

The news that Earth Prime have All Source is not a secret among the Five Seats of Orvan but for the 

recruits of the Watchers, it is not something that they should know so there are things that Sith’venar 

had to hide in the reports. 
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Normal calculation would not be able to judge the correct time when the Type Nine being would 

accustom himself to the Laws of the world 

Maybe, he would always be suppressed. 

But knowing that this is a type nine creatures, even though he is suppressed now and even though the 

All Source could suppress him infinitely, it did not mean that the Type Nine Being would not be able to 

circumvent it 

After all, the Weronians that once attacked Earth Prime find ways to circumvent it by creating 

Suppressing Pillars that negates the suppression powers 

Around him there was an officer who is supposed to write reports of the situation to the highest orders 

in Orvan 

He frowned when he heard Sith’venar words. He is clearly uncomfortable about helping Earth. 

He then said 

‘Commander, do you really think it is wise we meddle with this matter? Our job….is done. The 

Multiversal Channel has been closed and the space rip on the Earth Prime right now is not connected 

with any world barriers.’ the officer cautiously said 

Sith’venar think for a while and then sighed as he states suddenly 

‘It is out of our jurisdiction’ the officer nodded but he waited for the order of his commander. There was 

silent in the deck and then the officer asks 

‘Then…do we just let them fight with each other? If we bail out right now, Earth Prime would be hard 

pressed to endure the attack of a Type Nine Being’ 

Sith’venar then shake his head and he said 

‘While it is not our job to regulate the safety of the Omniverse, and it has never been the intention of 

Orvanians to meddle in the matters of the rise or fall of a civilization, it did not mean that we could not 

help Earth itself’ 

Smiling bitterly, his eyes look toward the window of the spaceship, looking at the blue planet. There is 

also a mass of energy all around the world and he could see pulsating clouds formation from where he is 

looking 

The energy in that world is numerous and in abundance. The size of Earth itself has grown. A world 

blessed by the All Source. But too much blessing is not entirely a good thing. 

He sighed as he looks at the planet and then continue his word 

‘The fact stands, that the demon come through the space rip of the Multiversal Convergence. Now, that 

the space rip is all closed and there is no opening of worlds portals, we could consider our job is done. 

But we could also argue that if the demon is allowed to win, then another portal would be opened’ 



‘That demon is surely not satisfied with just having him inside this new lush world full of energy. The 

Archive had reported to me that the Seresian world has a massive energy problem and most of their 

younger generation had rarely breakthrough to another higher level of life form’ 

The officer nodded and then continuing Sith’venar said 

‘The Seresian demon had used backchannel to establish a secret dimension and have been hiding and 

messing up the world lines and barrier, and had conquers countless of worlds by relying on the 

Multiversal Channel. As the commander I believe that this is something that must be prevented.’ 

The officer smiles and said 

‘I’ll jot that down in the report later’ Sith’venar nodded with a smile as the officers ready himself to 

battle station. 

The Orvanian had finished their job actually. Doing anything more is unnecessary. 

It might look like they are cold but the Orvanians had never been obligated to help any civilizations. 

Their role had always been clear since the mistake that Sithulran had made 

Since then, they were tasked with the protection of the Multiverse. 

But while the Orvanians never had the intention to peacekeeping the Omniverse, it did not mean that 

they would not meddle. 

But to meddle, Sith’venar had to have a credible justification. 

The Seresian demon is the problem of the United Intergalactic Alliance and not of Orvan. 

But it is also true, that from the archive, he had found that the Seresian world had meddle with the 

Multiversal lines and dimension portals all over the Omniverse. 

As such, his justification is justified. 

Each tear that the Seresian world had made all over the Omniverse created a ripple that would affect 

everything. 

It is like one throwing a small pebble into a lake. 

At first, the ripple is negligible. 

As time goes on and the stones become larger and larger, the ripple of the lake become even more 

obvious. 

And when there is such a large stone being thrown into the lake that the lake water spill out from the 

shore, then chaos began 

Even Azief did not know this. 

His journey to the future is the catalyst for the Multiversal Convergence. But it is not because of him 

entirely that the Multiversal Convergence happened. 

He is the unlucky one. 



The fabric of reality and the dimensional barrier was already treading on thin at that moment. After all, 

Earth Prime is not the only planets in the large Omniverse that have people able to travel through times 

or worlds. 

All of this created damage to the fabric of reality that underpinned the very stability of the Omniverse. 

The fact that Azief and Will then broke through Time and Space, travelling to hundreds of years forward 

in the future, stretching the Time Continuum till that point, it is no surprise that Multiversal 

Convergence happens. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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When the force of that stretching reaches the ultimate point, it breaks and all the damage toward reality 

was gathered on that point like some kind of beautiful theory of quantum entanglement 

And because Azief is the catalyst, the Multiversal Convergence happens at Earth prime, attracting worlds 

to merge and take control 

Though, Sith’venar have live long enough to think that is more than just a bad luck. It is fate….and it is 

destiny. 

As such, the Seresian demon had hastened the Multiversal Convergence event and Azief and Will 

become the catalyst. 

He could explain this to the Five Seats of Orvan as destroying the root of instability toward the 

Multiversal Points in the Omniverse 

Multiversal Convergence had never been the mistake of one person. 

It is a damage that as accumulated all over the Omniverse and when it reached the tipping point, it 

would break. 

Then suddenly a holographic projection appears behind him and Sith’venar turns his face back and saw 

the projection. 

‘Commander we are all ready to engage the enemy!’ Sith’venar smiles as he began giving his orders 

‘Good, launch the energy disruptor from the atmosphere. Make sure it is precise. We don’t want to hit 

our allies. Calculate the Time flow and embed Law Nullifying program into the energy disruptor. As none 

of us are combatants and we are not given permission from the Security Council to intervene actively, 

we could not help our allies in attacking the Seresian demon directly. But our technology is enough to 

disrupt the demon energy especially now that he is suppressed. After ready, you do not need to wait for 

my order. Just launch it’ 

The projection nodded and then the projection disappeared. Sith’venar look back on the window and he 

solemnly mutters to himself 

‘I have done a lot. I hope this will help you’ His eyes are still looking at Earth and even from space he 

could see that the energy storms around Earth is multiplying creating powerful emanations of energy 

that weakens the wall of the worlds. 

It seems his decision would not be hard to justify upon the Five Seats. 



Azief and the Demon King battle had the potential to break and destabilize all the reality barriers that 

had just been repaired by the Speedsters 

As he thought of all of this, all the ships that is surrounding earth opens up their weapons slot and 

pointed their weapon to Earth, calculating the mass change and the trajectory of time precision and 

space correlation to the speed travel. 

For someone like the Demon king and Azief, when they battle each other, their speed is akin to the 

speed of light. This is not a simple carpet bombing where they could just rain down fire upon them 

They wanted to attack the Demon king. 

As such, they also need to calculate his speed and then set a homing program so that the missile would 

be launched at the correct location and arrive at the correct time. 

This is the warfare of the Omniversal civilization. 

And then, ten thousand spaceship release their missile. the moment that missile was released, it travels 

through space and time heading to the exact moment where time and space of the Demon King would 

be at and when he would be at 

Sith’venar nodded as he then monitors the situation of Earth from the Intergalactic Planetary 

Surveillance system he had on his deck. 

He did not seem to be smiling. Instead he is frowning. 

‘So, that could happen too’ he thought to himself. 

Chapter 866: The wheel move 

At the same time that Sith’venar has finished his orders to attack Balfor, on Earth, Azief frowned, looking 

at the silhouette not far away from him 

That is because after the dust settles, Azief saw the eye of that silhouette looking at him with killing 

intent that burst out from his entire being 

‘It is not enough to kill him. Really hard to kill like a cockroach’ Azief thought to himself. 

Right now, the Heavens had become silent all of a sudden 

The skies are still dark and thunders and lightning still dance above the ground but there is no longer any 

manifestation of Heaven anger like before when it summons thousands of thunder dragons. 

Even The Heavens had to recuperate. But while Balfor did not die, this did not mean he was unaffected 

at all 

Crackling electricity is slithering all around Balfor chest. 

Azief notices that while Balfor is not dead, there is deep wound on his chest. 

This wound could not regenerate itself as bolts of lightning sparks off, burning the flesh without 

stopping. 
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The rate of destruction is equal to the rate of regeneration so Balfor is injured now and his injury is there 

to stay unlike before 

Balfor body is trembling right now in pain and in anger. 

His entire body felt like he was being burned. 

That explosion would have killed any Divine Comprehension leveler even if they were in the High realm 

of the Divine Comprehension. 

But Balfor is a demon king. 

Unlike some other intergalactic civilization that raise their energy and gain powerful destructive power 

while neglecting their physical body, the Seresian demon very much value their body training. 

It is why when some of Seresian demon die, their body could even form a planet by itself. 

Even though Balfor did not die of the attack, he knows that this wound would severely impact his 

fighting abilities. 

He underestimated the mortal too much. 

From the moment he came to this world, while it seems that he had the advantage there were many 

times that he did not manage to take the rhythm of the battle to his side. 

Now, he is really angry. 

He could feel the mortal momentum is getting stronger and stronger as second passes. And the pressure 

of the Wheel that is on top of that mortal head is honing in on him 

Even through the pressure of the Heavens had disappeared, now the Wheel take the Heavens place to 

maintain constant pressure towards him. 

The space around him is being squeezed by the pressure of the Wheel and the pressure that is coming 

for himself, fighting and resisting the pressure of that Wheel. 

He could feel that the space around him solidify, but with his level he could always break through that 

hardened space but he did not do it. 

He knew now that while killing the mortal is important, it is more important to destroy that Wheel. 

That Wheel is the reason why the mortal could fight toe to toe with him. 

And he also felt that as he keeps fighting with the mortal, his vitality is decreasing more and more each 

time they clashed with each other 

This kind of tactic might work with Sithulran but it is clearly not as effective when it used against Balfor. 

But not as effective also means that it did have some effect. 

Azief is trying to wear the Demon King down, slowly grinding through all the Demon King defenses. He is 

fighting a long fight. 

Without normal people holding him back, Azief could go all out with his attack. The Wheel moves again. 



And the pressure did not only hit the Demon King it also hit Azief. 

The Demon King took a step backward, appearing one hundred kilometers away from his current 

position, his body is still swirling with electricity arcs that keep burning the flesh around his chest 

Balfor spits out black blood from his mouth as the seawater around him spirals before flattened and 

become gas. 

Balfor coughed as he felt the pressure on his chest. 

The reason why the seawater become like that is not because of him. But it is because the accumulated 

pressure from the wheel, pressing him down. 

At times, the Wheel seems to possess its own thoughts and desire. Other times, it appears like it follows 

Azief desire. 

Balfor could feel that he is being hit by a disease. 

This sickness tries to penetrate his body and his immune system but because the composition of the 

body of an Essence Creation leveler is different than those of the Divine Comprehension leveler and Disk 

Formation leveler, the effect is a bit constrained. 

The energy that tries to induce sickness in his body was stopped by the unique constitution of an 

Essence Creation leveler. 

The Wheel had taken his vitality and then it tries to take his health. Azief is also experiencing severe 

pressure on his body as he could feel two of his Laws is inactive. 

Azief now know the calculation of energy that the Wheel needed now that he is in Divine 

Comprehension leveler. 

The Wheel is matching up with him. The Wheel only gives him pressure that he could bear or surpassed. 

Right now, for the Wheel to move one path to the other, it would require the energy from two laws. 

But unlike when he was in Disk Formation, the Law he had is not broken or dissipated. It is still there. 

Only dim. 

This is the best way he could describe when he tries to sense his Laws. 

It is dim and he could not use it but it is still there. 

The Wheel takes the energy of the world, strengthening Azief but also strengthening itself so it could 

emanate its pressure to its enemies. 

All around him the sea had parted away, revealing the dry seabed around his feet. 

One could see all kinds of things in the bottom of the sea, from the corals, from the things that is buried 

underneath the sea and the sea creatures that is flapping around in the bottom of the sea that is late in 

following the water movement 

Azief did not notice all of that since he could only feel something is pushing own his head and shoulder. 



But it is clearly not as pressuring as the pressure that the Demon King is feeling right now 

‘MOVE!’ Azief thought in his mind and then another surge of energy inundated the world, cracking the 

seabed where he was standing at. 

The Wheel complete the turn of the Blissful state trials and the scenes of the paradises of heavenly 

desires all disappeared. 

A heaven splitting force cut upon the world and Azief felt that another two of his Laws energy is being 

slowly drained. 

But Azief let it and did not stop it as the sound of the creaking echoes around the world and the Wheel 

moves toward another path. 

His entire body emanated a surge of energy that causes a shockwave in the four direction. It dissipated 

all kinds of Concepts and the Laws of the world from him. 

For a brief moment, all the Laws of the world around him become distorted. 

It is clear now that the Wheel had a new source of power which is the Law energy, its effect also 

become more powerful and it differs a bit when Azief could only use the Wheel of Reincarnation. 

The Wheel that he is using right now is the Wheel of Rebirth and Reincarnation even though it still lacks 

the power it possesses when Azul is in charge of it 

Azief smiles to himself and thought to himself. 

‘I could still handle this’ It is clear Azief is intending to take this to the end. Balfor also look toward Azief. 

Though, he did not take a step forward. 

He did not know how to make sure that the Wheel disappeared. 

He knows he could do that by killing Azief. 

Yet, because of that Wheel, killing Azief is a harder task. His Laws also could not be fully used because of 

the suppression force of this world. 

Balfor was weirded out by this. 

It is true that in any powerful worlds, especially a world with magic or energy that could be refined into 

one body, when it reaches a high enough concentration of energy, even the world itself would have its 

own Will. 

This Will would view outsiders with extreme prejudice especially if the outsiders come from a different 

reality or worlds and even more so if the outsiders have evil intentions to the world energy 

Fortune and luck would not shine upon an intruder from Otherworlds and there would even be 

punishment. 

But for someone who had reached a high level of power, even the Will of the World would become wary 

of such intruder. The way the Will of the World treats an evil outsiders differ from each world to the 

other. 



But nonetheless, there is always this same similarity. It is that when someone is being suppressed by 

that energy, one could always accustom their Laws and their powers to that world. 

It is the tactics that he himself had always used when he shows himself into any worlds that he had 

conquered. 

When he had familiarized itself with the makeup of the Laws of the world, merging with the essence of 

that world creation, the Will of the World would no longer treats him as an enemy 

He would become a neutral existence. That is why Balfor did not go all out before. It is not that he didn’t 

want to. But because he couldn’t. 

He tries to make the Will of the World acknowledges him first. 

It would be easier later to fight with Azief when the pressure of the world did not suppress him. That 

was his thoughts 

But he was wrong. He should instead kill the mortal from the very beginning instead of worrying about 

the Will of the World. 

There is also the fact, that the make-up Laws of this world is very different. There is too many Laws, to 

many concepts and essence of creation hovering between the Heavens and Earth 

This is world rich with energy unlike any other worlds that he had been on before. It is only then that he 

realizes this must be because of the All Source. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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The Wheel turned. 

Chapter 867: All three (1) 

A new phenomenon occurs all over the world. 

the sky is no longer golden, instead it turns red and howling and screaming sounded from all directions 

of space. 

A malevolent aura spread out all over the world covering the Heavens and the Sun, corrupting the Earth 

with dark emotions like jealousy, envy, insincerity among others 

The Wheel stopped at the Struggling realm and this malevolent aura even suppressed the Killing aura of 

the Demon King. 

As darkness descends all over the world the scene of demon-like creatures and monster could be seen in 

that darkness, peering out. 

They are ugly, fierce looking and enormous in size. 

Their growling is sickening to hear and the smell coming out from them is the scent of human flesh. 

Balfor was shocked to see it. 

It is realm for one to struggle with hardship. The pain once again attacked Azief body but he could not 

help but keep smiling. All of this happen in a span of five seconds. 
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Wound opened up in his body. His hand seems to have wounds and this wound instead of dripping 

blood, leaking out light 

It is the energy and Laws in his body leaking because of the wound. This is the destruction that is 

inflicted upon his body when bearing the power of the Wheel. 

It is becoming heavier by the second and Azief did not know how long until he could bear it. 

It is still bearable but Azief could tell that he could not possibly complete the full rotation of the Wheel 

even though he has become a Divine Comprehension leveler. 

All around him, energy of the world and the Universe above, surges toward his wound and stitch back 

his open wound, making sure nothing leaks out from his body. 

This time Azief did not use the Wheel to bring it down and seal the Demon King. From the very 

beginning, his objective did not change. 

He wanted to kill the Demon King and not seal it. This is his world and the Demon King is its invaders. 

With all the damages that they had done, with all the damages that he had done, he wanted to benefit 

the world by killing the Demon King, strengthening the world and gave energy to the entire world so it 

would not have to worry about the matters of the world for hundreds of years. 

Balfor still did not move. 

He seems to be thinking of something. He then cut his index finger with his thumb finger and a drop of 

blood falls down toward the dry seabed around his feet. 

This act is unnoticed by everyone. It is because, he cut it at the moment the Struggling realm scene fills 

the world in every corner. 

Even though Balfor felt like he is being restrained by the space around him, he could still nullify that 

space sealing and even cut a wound on his finger. 

‘I need to have some plans too’ Balfor seems to be thinking. 

‘In case I fail’ he added in his mind. Since the first time he came to this world, this is the first time he 

thought of losing. 

His chest is still bleeding and his entire body is trembling in pain. 

And he also saw the fleet of some alien civilizations hovering above the space of Earth, their nozzles of 

weapons pointed towards him. 

There are too many enemies. That person who control time was not powerful enough to threaten him 

but good enough to delay him. 

Balfor clench his fist and red veins appeared on his arms. 

His entire body lighted up with glowing tattoos and his horn merged into one and there is a flame on top 

of that sharp horn in the middle of his head. 



Dark skeletal wings popped out from his back and his eyes become fiery with flames shooting out from 

his eyes. 

His entire body seems to shrinked own a bit but instead of getting weaker, Balfor become even more 

powerful like he had compressed his body for more energy 

Azief smiles. 

And then Balfor roars as he takes a step forward and appearing in front of Azief. 

Azief golden form also shrink as Azief clench his fist and powerful shockwave exploded from his fist as 

they began fighting each other. 

They trade blows after blows, each of their blows hit each other bodies. 

It was like a slugging match between two divine being that break the sky above, unleashing apocalyptic 

power that sweeps the world below them 

Each time their fist hits each other, their titanic body shrink but the power they unleashed become more 

compact and more destructive. 

The gust of wind that accompanied their fist, cut a searing path across the clouds and cut down 

mountains and split open the seas. 

Azief was laughing as his hair grows long and his eyes become full of killing intent. Right now both Azief 

and Balfor is no longer in their titanic figure 

Azief return to his six feet six height and the Demon King is seven feet tall. But their powers grow 

exponentially. 

Thunder and lightning swirls around Azief body and his attack. Each of his attack was imbued with the 

Six Path Spell. 

One of his attack possess the power of the Divine Slaying Saber that had already imbued itself into Azief 

body 

This force of cutting the divine, he smashes apart the Demon King defenses and weakens them. this 
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The Demon King himself is not to shabby. Each time his fist hit upon Azief body, there would be deep 

wound all over the area 

Azief is leaking energy from his wound as one could see sand-like particles flowing out from his body 

In this struggle between them two, all mystical abilities were brought out to the forefront. At times, 

Azief would use the Star Shattering power of the Star Shattering Finger in his attack. 

He kicks toward the Demon King body and he cut down three of the Balfor finger. 

Balfor retaliated by spinning his body and grab Azief shoulder in one fast movement. With one pull, he 

ripped Azief arms away. 



The pain would be unbearable for most people but Azief only gritted his teeth and instead of screaming 

in pain, he used his other hand to punch toward Balfor face. 

The punch connected and that punch was imbued by the Destiny Severing force. 

The Divine Sense that Balfor possess was cut and tear apart thus making it harder for him to anticipate 

an attack from Azief. 

Time flows around him had also changed. Taking this advantage, Azief grab the horn on top of Balfor 

head with his hand. 

‘NO!’ Balfor shouted as his eyes shoot down hellish fire upon Azief chest. 

The fire melts Azief chest and pierce through his heart. 

Chapter 868: All three (2) 

But Azief is still holding the horn with only one hand, his eyes are full of his determination to not let go 

of that horn 

Instead he turns the pain as a motivating factor for him to not let go. 

Azief could feel his innards boils but the pain did not dull his judgment. 

A powerful force reverberate into his body as his entire veins are bulging and his body is leaking a large 

amount of energy from the hole in his chest. 

‘BREAK!’ He shouted to sky, his word echoes his determination. And then he pulls the horn forward. 

CRACK! 

At this moment of life and death, Azief had an enlightenment of the Six path and then he spoke the 

inscription that is carved on the sabers 

Even though he no longer has the sabers, he still remembers it inscription. When he spoke it, his eyes 

turn golden light that is as bright as Quasar, blinding Balfor for a moment 

‘The Sky as Chessboard, The Stars Are It Pieces, Gods Do Not Care About Mortal Live, Carefree Roaming 

the Universe. Cut Apart Worldly Concerns’ 

The words were spoken in a word that Azief understood. 

But what comes out of his mouth is an ancient language. 

This is the ancient language of the Omniverse, the words of the Ancient Asuras, the mythical 

predecessor of the Asura race. 

A force travel from Azief hand and strengthened his grip on Balfor horn. The air around them quake and 

broken into pieces. 

The fabric of reality wavered. Time flows that is already chaotic from the beginning ripples around Azief 

hand and Balfor horn. 
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Even Balfor could sense the change as he saw himself slowing down and the rate of flames that is 

burning Azief chest appeared to be slow. 

The air around them compressed before breaking and dissipated almost in an instant. The heavens 

above them were rolled up into nonexistence. 

A purple mist surrounded Azief body, making him appears like he possesses some kind of primordial 

power of creation. 

His hand seems to have an essence of primordial destruction. 

His Laws is working together in a synergy to give power to Azief. 

Azief only have one hand right now. 

It actually is a difficult task to break that horn on top of Balfor head. 

Not to mention that he is using only one hand. Now, Azief even had a hole in his chest but he did not 

immediately die. 

Divine Comprehension leveler is hard to kill. 

That is because when they reached the Divine Comprehension level, to kill them truly, one had to 

destroy all of the Laws that they have cultivated. 

That is why even when Azief had a hole in his body and even though he felt physical pain he is still alive 

and still not letting go of that horn. 

Seresian demon power is concentrated in their horns. It was like when Azief was a demon in Azul trial 

where there is Diamonds on their body that is the core of their power. 

Before, Azief had also targeted Balfor horn but he never had the chance to cut it or broke it. 

There is the fact that it is separated and there is also the fact that Azief himself at that time did not 

possess capability to break it. 

But now as he had move the Wheel forward he now have the energy to try to break the Demon King 

horn 

And as the horn cracks, there is heavenly phenomenon that occurs all around them. 

Azief is leaking sand-like particles from his ripped up stump of an arm, his other hand gripping tightly at 

Balfor horn. 

Balfor on the other hand is burning through Azief body. 

Balfor raise his hand upwards, trying to pry Azief hand from his horn but when the horn cracked, there is 

a change on Balfor expressions. 

He roars and his body seems to experience a pain that seems to echoes to each and every veins in his 

body 



Because of these two, the area around them were filled with emanations of auras that clashed with 

each other, prompting the change in the heavenly skies. 

All around them particles that exist seems to exploded, unable to bear the clashing energies between 

the two. 

Azief is still emanating golden holy light and Balfor is still surrounded by the swirling red mass of mist. 

The scene between them is like a terrible battle between a deity and a demon, a representation of a 

fight between good and evil. 

The essence of destruction cut open the sky and devour the Earth 

Life force was depleted almost immediately around them 

The energy was all cut apart and disintegrated by that clashing force. 

Below, the sea creature turns to a husk of bones. Birds that flies through the skies fall down turning into 

ash before landing on the ground. 

An almighty divine power swirls around Azief hand and then he pushed the horn further and then the 

sound of the cracking could be heard in succession and then Azief smiles as he pulls it out and broke the 

horn. 

ARGHH! Balfor shouted, his roar pierced the sky as a massive amount of energy leaks from the horn and 

was absorbed the Wheel in the sky 

Azief throws the horn away, flying through the air in such speed that it broke space and probably 

appeared at some other points of the world or maybe it had flown outside Earth and into space. 

As Azief throws that horn he kicks Balfor chest and uses that force to propel himself away and retreat. 

Balfor did not immediately chase Azief as he holds his head as he felt the pain began travelling all across 

his body. 

It is like someone had just ripped apart his skin in entirety and bringing with it his bones. It felt like 

someone had rake his entire body with sharp weapon. 

The feeling is not at all pleasant. 

Azief knows that attacking the horn would be a risk and he had pay it with his arms and his heart. 

But as he retreated back, as thunder and lightning covers his front and back, his hand regenerated with 

the Laws and energies of the world forming his hand. 

He could feel that one of his Laws become inactive. He uses the Laws to reconstruct back his hand 

He then pointed his thumb to his chest and life energy shoots out from his thumb. 

His flesh regenerated in almost an instant creating back his veins and his heart and the bones that 

melted because of the fire that come from Balfor eyes. 



He absorbs the life energy of the world which is a lot when considering the amount of energy that he 

ended to just heal one part of his body. 

This is his Dragon Giving Life Finger. Taking the life essence of the world to heal himself. Azief almost 

laughed 

It has been a long time that he needed to heal himself when fighting someone. 

Most of the time, the fight he had with other people would have him be stronger than that person. this 
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This is one of the few rare times, where the enemy did not only outclass him, he was also superior. 

This is the first time that Azief fought in a battle where he had to rely on the many factors of the world 

and not of his own power. 

He had to rely on the Orvanian. He had to rely on Will and his teacher closing up the other points of the 

Multiversal Convergence. He had to rely on Jean and Hikigaya to help him. 

‘This is not over’ he shouted. 

Even though Azief had retreated far away, that is all to prepare his next attack. He had taken that 

chance because he knows that most of Seresian demon weakness is on their horns. 

Azief bet that he wouldn’t die and that he could break the horn. He won that bet. But he knows that is 

not enough. A few seconds later, Balfor would still be alive. 

That is not something that is good for him. 

And Azief realization of the words that he had spoken before had not been materialized fully in the real 

world yet. 

Chapter 869: All three (3) 

Azief had become the saber, the World Cleaving Saber. 

He, at that moment, understood a bit about the words ‘The Sky as Chessboard, The Stars Are It Pieces, 

Gods Do Not Care About Mortal Live, Carefree Roaming the Universe. Cut Apart Worldly Concerns’ 

Whether his understanding is the same as Azul understanding did not matter. What matters is his 

understanding. 

A thousand roads leading to one destination. What matter which road he takes if the destination is the 

same? 

He knows it. But he did not understand it. Knowing it and understanding it, is like sayings something 

based on theory versus saying something based on experience. 

The feeling would be different so would be the wisdom behind the words 

Azief in that two seconds regain back his hand, regenerate back his wounds and then he stops. 
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The suddenness of his sudden stopping in the air breaks the sky behind him, creating wrinkled space 

distortion that is on the verge of breaking. 

Azief body surges with energy as the Wheel stops. Azief stop the Wheel because he wanted to absorbs a 

bit of the power of the Wheel. 

Like a rain giving life to a parched land, the Wheel rain down energy upon Azief body, nourishing it and 

Azief pressure climbed up even higher, his eyes seem to shoot golden light that could cut apart all 

demons. 

A life absorbing energy comes out from and the element and particles around him all progress to their 

own destruction either by the force of time or by the force of elemental destruction that was 

accelerated for them 

Azief is ready to cleave. He is the saber right now. And before the World Cleaving Saber cleaves the 

world, it will destroy life 

Energy, life and anything that supports life all were devoured by Azief in that one moment, as Azief 

power rises up to match up to the Demon King 

Azief smiles. 

He might not be an Essence Creation leveler but that did not mean even Essence Creation leveler could 

underestimate him. 

He is an anomaly in the world. And why he is an anomaly? 

Because he had reached perfection 

That makes him an anomaly. Azief had never think of taking that final step to reach Essence Creation 

because he did not need to. 

As the energy enter his body, Azief eyes no longer is golden. Instead it is bright blue that have a tint of 

silver. 

And then thirteen vague titanic silhouette appears behind Azief small figures. The Worldly energy, the 

Universal energy and even the Omniversal energies, this three layers of realities of creation swirls and 

concentrated itself upon Azief. 

His power had reached the level of Essence Creation prowess. He only lacks the Essence power that all 

Essence Creation leveler had. 

But this is not enough. 

Azief had never fought and be injured to such a level 

To many people, their battle might seem short. But that short battle alone had devastated the Earth and 

causes massive storm energies that erupts all over the world 

It is already long enough for both of them. When one reaches as high level as them, fighting becomes 

boring. 



It relates heavily to their understanding of the Laws and the usages of their energy. Today, Azief did not 

feel that battle is as boring as it is before. 

Azief held out his hand forward and in that slow motion movement as his hand is about to thrust 

forward to the front, an illusory sword appears in his hand. 

There is the aura of a world extermination might on the handle of that sword. 

And the sword itself is very beautiful as it has thirteen trails lines on its body. Each of the trail lines 

represent the Laws that he had cultivated. 

This is a perfect sword in the existence of the Omniverse. Not because of its shape, or because of its 

form but because of the Laws imbued in it. 

A Sword of Perfection. Azief wanted to combine his Laws abilities with the Six Path spell that he had 

learned from Azul. 

The area around the sword did not break, its space did not tremble or distorted. 

It was like the sword is just a normal word. Instead of destroying the space around it, it is there 

unnoticed by the heavens. 

A Perfection when it is born in the Universe would be attacked by tribulation and punishment from the 

Will of the Universe. 

But when they have surpassed that tribulation, it would be approved, becoming feared and becoming 

natural. 

There is nothing more terrifying than when a perfect being becomes natural 

The sword is like that. The force is already there ready to be unleashed. 

But Azief still did not thrust his sword forward. Balfor is still clutching his head. Is Azief wanting a fair 

fight with the Demon King? 

Anyone that would think like that clearly did not know Azief enough. 

He smiles widely when suddenly space tears apart in the area around Balfor. Coming out of the space 

tear is thousands of missiles. 

It is the aid from Orvanians fleet. 

Balfor had just regained his clarity and when he was about to attack toward Azief, suddenly he was 

surrounded by tens of thousands of missiles. 

The missile hit on him. 

But it did not produce a world shaking explosion like the thunder dragons did. There is not even a sound 

of explosion or even any shockwave. 

It just went into him and then nothing 



Azief frowned for a moment but then his eyebrows were raised. He could feel that there is a change in 

the aura of the Demon King. 

‘heh. So the Orvanians had this kind of technology. I guess they were not only bragging about their 

superior technology for nothing.’ But still Azief still did not thrust forward his sword. 

His entire body is still taking the life force of the world. Withering reached all four corners of the world 

as death reigns and life force were diminished. 

Come out! Azief said and then Hikigaya appeared beside Azief as he ripped out the space around Azief. 

The moment he appears he did not even say anything toward Azief. 

Instead he dash forward. 

Balfor was still dazed and did not realize that there is another person that appears suddenly in the 

scene. 

Hikigaya action was very fast. 

He appeared and then disappear before appearing in front of the Demon king and touches the demon 

king forehead. 

The Demon King tries to deflect Hikigaya finger that is pointing toward his forehead but the hand that he 

deflects turns into a puff of smokes before suddenly seeing that Hikigaya finger had reached his 

forehead 

‘Turn illusion into reality, turn reality into illusion. Subverts what is real and what is false’ Hikigaya 

spoke, his word is a decree to the surrounding area and the Laws of the world. 

The moment he said that Hikigaya disappeared turning into gaseous substance. Azief only smiles. 

Hikigaya had help him and this help is more than enough 

Balfor then notice that he had been attacked mentally as Hikigaya disappeared. 

He had protected his obsession and then eh rushed forward. He broke Azief defense before Azief could 
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It was swift and fast and almost with no resistance. 

Balfor easily kill him by punching him in the face. He then seals Azief laws and crushed it, killing the 

mortal truly and completely. 

He saw the world as the breeding ground of the new generation of demons. After he killed Azief he saw 

the hovering ten eternal rings and he grabs it. 

As for the All Source, he decided to research it later. For now, it is more crucial for him to return to his 

world and set a world channel between the two 

He took the ten Eternal ring and then he returns to his world. But the moment when he returns to his 

world, he suddenly felt something is wrong. 



It is too easy’ he said and then realization dawned on him 

‘Shit’ He knew at that moment he had been done in by an illusion. 

He turns back and he saw nothingness and then he remembers his obsession again. He looks at his hand 

and then he saw there is no ring and then the illusion breaks 

The illusion lasted for two seconds. 

In that two second, Azief had uses all the factors for his victory. The moment he holds that sword 

upward he had convinced himself that this slash would end the Demon King. 

The moment the Demon King broke from the illusion; he saw the mortal is smiling to him. And then 

Azief brought down the sword might upon him 

And a powerful sword attack split the world into half. 

Chapter 870: Sky is falling 

The sky cracked open and it falls down upon Earth! 

That is what happen the moment Azief unleashes that sword energy. Azief eyes was shining blue and his 

entire body is swirling with unlimited power supplied to him by the world itself. 

The Wheel above his head is supplying him with energy. The faith of the people of this world that prays 

to him, that hoped him win supply him with energy. 

All of those intangible things supplied him with energy 

And as such, the strike that he is about to brought down toward the Demon king is the strongest sword 

strike he had ever produced or could ever produce at his current strength 

In his mind, the crystallization of his experience, his hard work was embedded in that sword slash. this 
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The ending of this battle is near. It already had dragged long enough. A battle of such experts would 

usually ends in just a few moments. 

Especially when there is a gap of power and level between them. 

But yet, here is Azief, doing the impossible. He is a Divine Comprehension leveler. 

Even though he is at the top peak of Divine Comprehension realms, he is still, after all in the Divine 

Comprehension realms. 

Comprehending the Laws of the world. 

That is how the Divine Comprehension title came about. By understanding the Laws of the world, you 

understand the Divine 

By understanding the divinity of these Laws, you became Divine. 
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And while that is a great accomplishment, an acknowledgement of a powerhouse in the Universe, Azief 

is facing a Demon that might actually be half Sovereign. 

But because of the repression and suppression of his power on Earth Prime, this Half Sovereign being 

now only possess power in the range of Essence Creation. 

Even though Azief himself is not an Essence Creation, he did know a bit about this stage. Essence 

Creation. 

The title itself shows the clue of what this next stage is. It is where one could create Essence. And what 

essence that it is creating? 

The essence of creation. 

One would create a powerful Will form that unify all the powers that one had possess till that point 

including the Laws that you have comprehended. 

Other than having the power to use the Laws as one sees fit, one could fuse the Law Avatar to create 

their Soul. 

These souls however are different for some people, as they would form differently according to their 

own comprehension of the stage 

Azief understood that as you walk farther to the top of peak life form, the changes in you is dependent 

on the path and desire that you have 

One could create an Immortal Soul that possess immortal powers or one could create a demonic soul. 

Each one would have abilities that is well suited to one own path. 

And while the Demon King is considered an Essence Creation leveler, the methods of their practicing 

and absorbing energy and its application is different in that they train their body and their energy 

control methods is a bit different than the way the people of Earth practices with the energy that the 

absorbed from the world. 

The Demon King body is almost like Azief Undying Physique 

It is almost impossible to hurt him. But Azief, even though he is a Divine Comprehension leveler he is 

fighting toe to toe with the Demon King 

And he had to use all the things he had in his disposal to just fight toe to toe with him with two others 

Divine Comprehension leveler had to help him. 

The weapon that appears on his hand is the shape of the sword. 

It is a perfect sword. 

But it could actually take any shape he wanted. He could shape it like an orb and it would still possess 

the same power. 

But there are certain things that have to take certain shapes so that the intention of the attack could 

remain pure. 



It is hard to explain it. Only when Azief wanted to attack, he understands this 

Azief wanted to cut down the Demon King. 

He could have modelled it into a gun. But gun do not cut. Sword cuts. The mind conjures the closest 

thing that Azief associated with cutting 

And it was the most suitable weapon for him. He did not feel awkward holding it and he knows that he 

would not feel awkward in using it. 

And so a sword was formed. 

But the sword in his hand is not some normal sword. It is a sword made of Laws, containing terrible 

power of destruction. 

The space around the sword seems to rip apart small wound of torn space. The air distorted creating 

spirals or fragmented distortion around the edges of the sword. 

The sword contains the enlightenment of the Six Sabers of World Exterminating Saber that belongs to 

Azul. 

Azul uses saber. 

Azief uses sword. 

It did not matter what weapon he is using. 

When you reach Azief level, the difference in using a weapon is very minuscule since those in their 

current level could easily master any weapon that they wanted 

However, when they do fight with weapons, the weapons they used would not be some normal 

weapons. 

Because even if they used a normal weapon, in the hand of the divine, even a normal branch of stick 

would become a divine weapon 

As such the technique that they would use would also be elevated to a divine move and could only be 

understood by true experts. 

Azief was more accustomed to using sword especially after his time in that world where he takes a 

disciple. 

The sword that manifested from his desire was lift up toward the sky. And just by that act of lifting his 

sword causes the area above his head to split apart. 

It was like Azief split apart the molecules in the atmosphere. And the source of this splitting apart is the 

sword on his hand. 

Its sharpness not only could cut even the hardest metal on Earth like it is cutting paper, it also cut upon 

the things that could not be seen, the intangible things that could not be cut, the things that could not 

simply be described by a certain perception of the sense. 

A Sword made of Laws that consisted of Worldly Laws, Universal Laws and a trace of Omniversal Laws. 



In that one moment as he pointed his sword up, a great pressure descends upon every square inch of 

space on Earth 

Azief eyes narrowed and look at the target of this strike 

Azief eyes right now could only see one thing. 

His attention was all concentrated on one point. 

He did not see the things beneath his feet, he did not even feel the energy swirling around him, his eyes, 

his senses only pay attention to one thing and that is paying attention to the Demon King movement. 

He then felt it. His instinct told him this is the right moment. 

He charged the sword energy when Hikigaya created his illusion. 

A second before the Demon King could open his eyes he was ready and then the Demon King broke 

from the illusion. 

Azief smiles and the Demon King puzzlement is clear in Azief eyes. he could see him smiling. 

And then Azief brought down the sword might upon him 

‘BREAK!’ He shouted as thunders roars and lightning flashed through the golden skies and a flash of a 

large titanic figure of Azief materialized for a split second before dissipating. 

BOOOM! 

A great explosion exploded in the sky, the shockwave was so powerful that every molecule in the air in 

the radius of one thousand kilometers was annihilated to nothingness 

Azief shouted as he put his determination in his sword strike but even his shout that could echoes across 

the world was drowned by the sound of the sword cutting through space. 

Balfor Q’un, one of the Demon Kings of the Seresian world screams in anger, his expression was 

unresigned but even his scream was drowned by the sound of the sword tearing through the space and 

time Laws around them, tearing a slice of the fabric of reality. 

The golden skies expanded but it no longer have that life bearing aura. 

Instead even though the sky is still golden, one could feel the dense and thick killing intent that the sky is 

harboring 

The sword fell down, and the most powerful sword strike the world had ever seen materialized. 

The world saw a most miraculous and terrifying sight since the Fall 

Those in the distance all had one thought when seeing that sword fell. 

The Sky is falling! 

A huge straight space tear appears in the sky as the battle between the Demon King and Azief is about 

to draw down its curtain. 



And purple light falls down upon the Demon King and a sword slash split apart the Heavens and 

pressured the Earth! 

 


